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Introd uction

Beta Ratio refers to the efficiency in which a given filter element
removes particles of a given size. The Beta Ratio is calculated using
the ISO multi-pass test standard 16889: 1999. The test involves
adding particles of a known size to the test fluid until the fluid reaches
a saturation point, and then bringing the filter online to remove
particles in one pass through the element.
The testing equipment uses particle contam ination measuring
equipment to test the hydraulic fluid before and then after the filter
element to compare the particles that existed upstream of the
element to the particles remaining downstream of the element. The
quotient of the number of particles of a given size is the beta ratio.

Source: https: //w ww.s ea lin gan dco nta min ati ont ips.co m/w hat -is -be ta- ‐
ratio/

Beta Ratio Calcul ation

It’s important to consider a Beta Ratio is only valid for a given particle
size. For example, if a filter element is rated for 5 micron (also
written as 5 µm), the Beta Ratio applies to that size particle alone.
The Beta Ratio itself is calculated by taking dividing the number
of upstream particles by downstream partic les.

For example, if 100,000 five micron particles were measured, on
average, before the filter, and 100 five micron particles were
measure after the filter, the beta ratio was 1,000.

Filter Flow

Filter Element Particle Rating

For a filter element particle rating to be valid, the manufa cturer
absolutely must advertise the beta ratio observed for that level of
filtra tion. Even poor quality filters can trap some level of 5 micron
particles, but the Beta Ratio will be in the 2-10 range, which is not
accept able.
Most experts agree a Beta Ratio for a given particle size should be at
least 75 to achieve a reasonable level of effect ive ness.

 

Filter Element Particle Rating (cont)

High quality, efficient filter assemblies can achieve 200 to 2000 Beta
Ratio for a given particle size, and I would recommend you should
use as high quality filtration as is reason able.

Beta Ratio Calcul ation

Efficiency Rating

When a Beta Ratio is measured, it provides you with the efficiency
rating of the filter element at its given particle size. The efficiency is
calculated by subtra cting 1 from the beta ratio, and then dividing by
the Beta Ratio. For example, ß₃ >200 rating is (200-1 )/200 = .995, or
99.5% efficient at removing 3 micron particles. The Beta Ratio of a
filter can change as it collects particles, and most often times, the
filter becomes more efficient. However, the increase in particle load
also increases backpr essure, so it’s important to consider Beta Ratio
only for new filter elements..

Filter Ratio Charts

Summary

Beta Ratio provides an industry standard to allow us to make intell ‐
igent choices in the care for our hydraulic systems. All reputable
filtration manufa cturers proudly display their Beta Ratios as a sign of
care and quality. Ensure you use only high Beta Ratio filter elements
in your hydraulic system
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